




Virtual Participation 
Protocols

Chat Box
• Anytime! All the time!
• Respond to specific questions
• The Last Pop

Break Out Groups
• Popcorn conversations



Break Out Groups – Popcorn

In break out groups, everyone is a kernel

You will have 3 minutes to pop – Everyone (except for one person) needs to 
pop!
You pop by sharing a thought or a response, or asking a question 
to the group

How can you support each other to make sure everyone (except for one 
person) pops in the time allowed?



The Last Pop
When you go into your breakout groups 
choose one person who will stay a kernel

The kernel doesn’t pop! Instead, they listen to the other 
responses
We all come back to the large group 

The kernel then gets the last pop and types their response in the 
chat box



Practice: Popcorn & 
The last POP

What are you hoping 
to get out of this 

series?



What Infrastructure can 
be put in place that will 

make choosing 
inclusion easier?



What does the Research Say?

1. Guiding conditions of inclusion describe that all students...
are presumed 
competent

are enrolled in 
and attending 
curricular classes

are in proximity to 
and participating 
in learning with 
peers

have purposeful 
roles and 
responsibilities

are planned for

2. Teacher professional development that...

supports collaboration and the 
changing roles of educators & 
support staff

is situated, ongoing and 
inquiry based

3. Systems frameworks that ...

support Universal Design 
for Learning

move away from a 
medical & deficit-based 
model of special 
education (IEPS)

Student Infrastructure

Teacher & Staffing Infrastructure

School & District Infrastructure



Popcorn!

What is ALREADY 
happening to support 

inclusion in your context?

3 Minutes



The Last Pop!

Share in the chat box a 
response 



Every Month will focus on an infrastructural 
condition with supporting resources

January February March April May June

5 MM Video
5 MM Podcast

Newsletter Article

Connecting to 
Place

Proximity & 
Participation 

with Peers Purposeful Planned For
Presuming 

Competence

KICK OFF
5 MM Video (1)

5 MM Podcast (15)
Newsletter Article

5 MM Video
5 MM Podcast

Newsletter Article

5 MM Video
5 MM Podcast

Newsletter Article

5 MM Video
5 MM Podcast

Newsletter Article

Celebration 
of Learning

Newsletter Article



Understand WHAT Inclusion is….

Understand WHY it is important…

How to we do it?

Now What?!



What does the Research Say?

1. Guiding conditions of inclusion describe that all students...
are presumed 
competent

are enrolled in 
and attending 
curricular classes

are in proximity to 
and participating 
in learning with 
peers

have purposeful 
roles and 
responsibilities

are planned for

2. Teacher professional development that...

supports collaboration and the 
changing roles of educators & 
support staff

is situated, ongoing and 
inquiry based

3. Systems frameworks that ...

support Universal Design 
for Learning

move away from a 
medical & deficit-based 
model of special 
education (IEPS)

Student Infrastructure

Teacher & Staffing Infrastructure

School & District Infrastructure



Type in the Chat Box:

Finish this statement:

Presuming Competence is…



Mr. W Commercial



What is Presuming Competence?



What do we think when we think of someone with a disability?

Norm 
Referenced 

Criteria

Intellectual

EducationalMedical

- Measure deficits, not strengths
- Capture responses verbally/ written/ physically

- If students can’t express in the way being 
captured

- It leads to the perceptions that “they can’t”



What happens when there is a perception that students “can’t”
So we put students with 
disabilities into programs 
outside of the general 
education curriculum/ 
classroom for the majority of 
their day learning “life skills”

We assume that 
students with 
disabilities are 
unable to learn 
much curriculum

Even if students are enrolled in 
a class, they are still not often 
expected to access the general 
education curriculum, and focus 
is placed on social and/or 
behaviour skills aimed to 
normalize them

We assume that 
students with 
disabilities will not 
benefit from being 
in general education 
classes

Students with and without 
disabilities do not get the 
opportunity to learn with and 
from each other

Which would lead to a shift in 
perception in the competence 
of disability

Teachers do not get to see what 
students with disabilities are 
capable of
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The Power of Perception 
(Moore, Butler & Schnellert 2018)



Why is Presuming Competence Important?

Changing our mindset about disability will change 
how we respond and make decisions about 
educational programming.

Access to general education curriculum, general 
education peers and general education classrooms 
promote student learning, inclusion, achievement 
and quality of life after school.
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Why is Presuming Competence Important?

“Even if we are wrong about a students’ 
capabilities to learn general education 
curriculum with their peers, the consequences 
of that presumption being wrong are not as 
dangerous as the alternative.”

Cheryl Jorgenson



Practice: Popcorn & 
The last POP

What is useful so far?



Why is Presuming 
Competence 
Important?



How can we Presuming Competence?

•Students with disabilities so often need to 
“prove” that they can learn before given 
access to general education

•Biklen & Burke suggest: 
• Rather than proving their ability, presuming 

competence is assuming that all students 
have ability in any and all places



How can we Presuming Competence?

What the literature says:

• Focus more on strengths, interests, abilities and need and less on 

deficits 

• Provide students with a means to communicate other than words 

(visuals, gestures, voice)

• Include academic curricular goals on student IEPs that reflect their 

enrolled courses and subjects areas similar to their peers

Jorgenson, McSheehan & Sonnenmeier



How can we Presuming Competence?
What Self Advocates say:

• Talk to me, not my support dog, or my support staff, or my parents

• Do not call me “low functioning” or refer to me as a developmental 

age, E.g., “like a 2-year-old”

• Use age-appropriate tone of voice, inflection, vocabulary, and 

conversation topics when interacting with me

• Respect my privacy when talking about my personal care, medical 

needs and/or personal and sensitive information

Jorgenson, McSheehan & Sonnenmeier



Is Presuming Competence Enough?

•Nope!

•Now we need to focus on the decisions
that we make that are based on our 
perceptions and assumptions about 
students



Taking Action: Choose your Challenge
• Your team:
• Needs share the 5MM video about presuming competence and have a 

conversation with your team about your reflections

• Must: choose an article or a video from the resource list to read or 
watch

• Can: talk to someone about what you are learning and share some 
resources

• Could: share a summary of what you are learning with your staff

• Can try go and visit a specialized program or site and reflect on what 
you notice about what students can do 

• Have another idea? Let me know in your google form

Everyone
Choose your challenge



How to Create an Inquiry Statement

How can we _______________ by ______________________, 
(goal) (actions)



Example

How can we move forward in our inclusive journey by reviewing our 

current school structures?

Goal

Action



Example

How can we build capacity in our school by sharing our learning with 

others?

Goal

Action



Example

How can we challenge our biases and assumptions by visiting a 

specialized classroom or program and noticing what students can do 

and reading an article about presuming competence?

Goal

Action



Our Inquiry Statements

PADLET
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Resources 

• Articles:
• Abbott, A. C. (2020). Presuming competence and 

capability. In A. C. Abbott, A. Bourdeau, R. Seidman & E. 
Cruz-Torres (Eds.), (1st ed., pp. 14-31) Routledge. 
• Douglas Biklen & Jamie Burke (2006) Presuming 

Competence, Equity & Excellence in 
Education, 39:2,166-175.
• Biklen, D. Presuming competence, belonging, and the 

promise of inclusion: The US 
experience. Prospects 49, 233–247 (2020).



Resources
• Website Commentaries

• Presuming Competence: What it is, and what it looks like
• https://blog.brookespublishing.com/presuming-competence-what-it-is-what-
it-looks-like/

• 21 Tips for Presuming Competence
• https://the-art-of-autism.com/21-tips-for-presuming-competence/

• Videos:
• Under the Table - Shelley Moore

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGptAXTV7m0
• Disabling Segregation – Dan Habib

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izkN5vLbnw8
• Presume Competence! – Nate Trainor & Jean Trainor

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qMdNsYVpVI
• In my language

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnylM1hI2jc

https://blog.brookespublishing.com/presuming-competence-what-it-is-what-it-looks-like/
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• Thousand, J. S., & Villa, R. A. (1995). Managing complex change toward inclusive schooling. Creating an inclusive school, 51-79. Thousand, J., 
Rosenberg, R. L., Bishop, K. D., & Villa, R. A. (1997). The evolution of secondary inclusion. Journal for Special Educators, 18(5), 270-284.



Next Steps

•How do we start to make more 
inclusive decisions about the places
where students learn?

BUT FIRST…
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